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Synopsis
This updated edition of "Novell NetWare 4.1: The Complete Reference" is the most comprehensive reference on Novell’s latest version of its flagship operating system. The book is dedicated to presenting the new features of, and issues surrounding, NetWare 4.1. Through example and explanation, readers are shown the best ways to use these new features, including removable directory trees, incorporated email services, integrated storage management systems, protocols, network topologies, hardware, and cabling systems. Readers will also learn about third-party network integration, UnixWare compatibility and new, 32-bit client software incorporation. Finally, they will discover valuable insights about security, high capacity storage systems, logic scripts, connecting with LANs, and changing the configuration.
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Customer Reviews
I know nothing about networks. I bought a Novell 4.1 -the installation and maintainance guides that comewith it are good for nothing -. Hoping it would do somegood, I bought Mr. Sheldon’s book. On the back, it says"all levels" - novice, intermediate, advanced -. However,that is not true.Mr. Sheldon leaves a lot of gaps behind. He starts talkingabout bindery services and complex terms for beginners without giving an explanation. How is the inexperienced reader supposed to understand?Lots and lots of gaps, Mr. Sheldon..
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